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Understanding the Current State of
Design Education

The higher education system is evolving in response to cultural, technological, and economic changes, and to overarching global transformations.1
Countries are now actively reforming their pedagogical models, moving
away from standardized approaches and “a one-size-fits-all experience”
toward new and individualized modes of learning based on what students
learn, rather than on the time they spend in a classroom.2 This approach
is described as heutagogy, or self-determined learning.3 Heutagogy places
the student at the center of educational strategy, and focuses on cultivating
students’ autonomy, capabilities, and collaboration skills to prepare them to
intervene in increasingly complex global contexts. Scholar Ken Robinson4
asserts that we need a new educational paradigm modeled on criteria that
model workplace complexity and ambiguity brought on by systemic flux and
transformation, rather than on the traditional “us and them,” “teacher and
student,” or “master and apprentice” of the industrial model. Educational
reforms that rethink teaching strategies and debate future directions are already taking place. For example, medicine, law, and business educators have
made major shifts in their pedagogical models.5
Design education has also responded to increasing complexity and systemic transformations. In general, the discipline’s changes have been significant.6 Our expanded curricula include less artifact driven problem solving
strategies, as design problems have also changed;7 stronger user-centered research focus; and new digital technology skills. There has been a marked shift
towards a more constructivist, andragogical (adult focused), and collaborative teaching approach. Many institutions and programs offer project-based
learning rooted in real-world problems, and increased student-teacher interactivity. However, the master-apprentice approach is still very common.8
In the past few decades, design education has been thriving globally.9 Student cohorts have grown, and other fields including business, medicine, and
science are showing a keen interest in design. More and more design educators are formalizing their collaborative relationships by creating joint initiatives such as the Graphic Design Educators Network (GDEN) in the UK, the
AIGA Design Educators Community (DEC) in the USA, and the Communication
Design Educators Network (CDEN) in Australia. Given this steady rise in proponents of design, it is possible that no further changes to design education
are needed, and that existing learning models are still appropriate. However,
several compelling, fairly recent publications10 and journal articles11 indicate
the need for further or more major shifts in design education.
In this article, we look at the current state of design education, how it
has changed, and how it should change. Design fields have become cross-
disciplinary and multi-faceted, so it is challenging to arrive at concise definitions that firmly indicate the particular design areas our analysis applies
to. Rather, we prefer looser terms for design domains or territories. Our
focus is on design fields where students understand people’s needs first, and
create solutions that have short production times and can be built in classroom settings. The solutions tend to be small scale. Examples are tangible
(lamps, chairs, maps, books), digital (apps, product interfaces), or intangible
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(services, strategies). Outcomes are all said to have short lifespans because
they can be re-designed after a day or a year. We call these fields of practice
graphic design, product design, user interface design, digital design, social
design, information design, and visual communication. Clearly defining
each of these fields would fall outside the remit of our analysis, but we argue
that although the boundaries of these fields have not been strictly delineated
and each has specific needs, challenges, and requirements, they also have
many commonalities. Throughout this paper, the term design education is
used to refer to these design fields. If our comments or analysis refer to a
specific design field, we clearly indicate it.
Although, there is no single, simple answer12 to the question of what this
new, self-determined learning approach for design might look like, the goal
of this article is to indicate one possible way to discern the path forward.
We first examine how external changes have impacted design practice, and
how these changes have cascaded into core dimensions of design education.
Then, we introduce an alternative pedagogical approach that “breaks the
lineage from early craft guilds and drawing schools, while maintaining the
focus on intellectual flexibility and concern for human values.”13 Through an
analysis of two information design courses, we will illustrate how this approach looks in practice, and consider its benefits and limitations.
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Aims and Methodology

To shed light on the points described in the previous section, our main
research questions are
• How might we adapt design education to address current shifts in the
world and continue to successfully provide future generations of designers with an appropriate foundation of knowledge, tools, and skills?
• What would a self-determined learning model look like for design
education?

bridge University Press, 2010), 394–414.

In this article, our aim is to
• Propose an alternative or supplemental pedagogical model rooted in
heutagogy, in combination with user-centered research and scientific
explanations.
• Demonstrate the application of the proposed pedagogical model through
the analysis of two case studies focused on information design.
• Indicate benefits and limitations of the proposed approach, and recommendation for other design fields.
Method
Two current information design courses, designed within the past five years,
serve as the basis for case studies intended to illustrate how the pedagogical
model we present here can be implemented. The planning and design of
these courses was based on substantial professional, teaching, and research
experience.14
Additionally, we reviewed conference papers, TED talks, peer-reviewed
journals, and books about design education,15 creativity education,16
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education and pedagogy,17 and instructional design.18 Although not an
exhaustive literature review, we gained a better understanding of the evolution and current state of higher education and design education, primarily
in Europe and North America. We found that the need for change in design
education has been a topic for discussion for more than twenty years,19 but
still, there seems to be a lack of concrete advice in the form of structural
models or practical strategies that can ballast the required change. In response, we have brought together a set of techniques, approaches, methods
and models from outside the design domain that might support design
education reformers and provide guidance for change.
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Figure 1
Changes that influence design education can
be grouped into at least four interrelated
dimensions. © 2020 by Sheila Pontis.

Nine Fundamental Changes (in the Field of Design,
and Elsewhere) that Need Educators Attention

We argue that nine interrelated shifts in the design education and practice
system should be critically reviewed and considered in relation to the future
of design education. Due to their strong interconnections, it is hard to analyze each change in strict isolation, but we have grouped these changes
within four dimensions of the design education ecosystem (see Figure 1):
professional practice, teaching arena, students, and teaching approach.
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A. Professional Practice
Any major changes in professional practice will automatically require
changes to what and how design is taught, because “curricular decisions
determine the entry employment qualifications of new practitioners” and
“designers’ abilities to evolve as professionals and informed citizens across
careers that last fifty years or more.”20 Recently, two key changes have
shaped professional practice on multiple levels.
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Design Problems Have Become More difficult to Frame,
and Increasingly Ill-Defined
The first is that design problems are more and more difficult to frame, and
increasingly ill-defined. Design activity, and particularly information design,
involves questions about various design process dimensions.21
• Problem: What challenges do people encounter?
• People: Who do designers design for? Who are the people and what do
they need?
• Context: How, where, and when will these people accesses the
information?
• Content: What needs to be communicated? What is the message?
• Solution: What do designers make? What is the process? What are the
results? How do these results add value? What is the impact?
As economic, societal, and technological challenges become more complex,
which they clearly have over the last thirty years,22 the answers to these
questions have changed considerably. For example, designers do not create
solutions in isolation anymore, nor are solutions necessarily tangible.23
Charles Owen pointed at this change back in 1990s24 when designers started
seeing problems whose solutions lie beyond artifact creation, in the design of
systems and strategies. More recently, in most cases, there is not even a concrete problem to solve. Both problem spaces and solutions tend to be made
up of multiple, connected systems25 of concrete artifacts and more intangible
experiences and services. Problems and opportunities are rarely simple and
clearly-defined, and so designers’ roles can vary from project to project.
Consequently, the “focus is no longer on material systems — systems of
‘things’ — but on human systems, the integration of information, physical
artifacts, and interactions in environments of living, working, playing, and
learning.”26 The outputs, process, values, and criteria have all fundamentally shifted as design problems have become less defined and their contours
harder to delineate. Some fundamental principles have remained the same,
but more complex ranges of problems demand a more rigorous and systematic way of working, multiple problem-solving strategies, and the use of a
broader set of tools and methods. This leads us to the second fundamental
change that design education must contend with.
Problem Scopes and Scales Have Broadened,
and Now Require Cross-Disciplinary Teams
Because ill-defined problems lack distinct boundaries, framing them adequately and addressing them requires greater effort, and often involves
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larger and more diverse teams whose members offer different knowledge,
perspectives, and expertise. Cross-disciplinary teams have become the norm.
Design skills are often used to help other professionals better understand
the meaning of situations, for instance by mapping complexity, drawing
meaning from data, and visualizing perspectives. In education, each field of
study is still delimited according to relevant boundaries and values, while
in professional practice, individuals from various domains are increasingly
working together as teams.27
Because design problems can vary so wildly in scope and scale, it is quite
difficult to reliably establish suitable course content. Meredith Davis refers
to this as the “ever-widening gap between what is taught . . . and the global
context in which it is practiced.”28
Education needs to evolve if it is to properly train designers to deal with
new types of problems, and do so collaboratively.
B. Teaching Arena
The increasing complexity in the scope and scale of new types of design
problems, and the need for multidisciplinary responses has triggered a wave
of interest in design skills acquisition. In the past, students would enroll in
design school to become professional designers or work in a related industry.
Now students enroll in design classes for that plus many other reasons. To
address this demand, design education has expanded beyond art and design
schools,29 and this is redefining the design teaching arena as illustrated in
Figure 2.

Figure 2
The evolution of design education based on
the changes outlined in this article. The term
design students refers to students who study
design because they are interested in pursuing a design career, while non-design students
refers to students who study design for other
reasons. Non-design teachers refer to instructors who teach design but have no formal
design training. © 2020 by Sheila Pontis.
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Design Education Has Broadened and Diversified
Generally, formal design education has almost always been taught either
at private art and design schools (the Elisava School of Design in Spain, for
instance, or Parsons School of Design in the US) or at universities/colleges
specialized in art or design (such as the UK’s University of the Arts, London,
or Royal College of the Arts).30 But in recent decades, new types of design
problems have prompted designers to work more closely with professionals
from other disciplines as wide ranging as anthropology, psychology, medicine, human computer interaction, law, and policymaking.31 As a result,
design is now taught at many different types of institutions. This is the third
change that impacts design education: design education has broadened and
diversified.
This integration of design into teaching institutions that have not taught
design before has led to a wider range of course approaches, levels, and formats; from self-contained and elective courses not attached to departmental
programs to required courses on which other courses in a program build.
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Pedagogical Training and Research Experience Have Become
Essential Requirements for Teaching Design
We could argue that design now carries the same weight as other academic
disciplines because it is being integrated and taught at university level. This
has prompted design educators to conduct research and publish more frequently. While this has increased the number of scholarly publications, the
distribution across design fields seems unequal. As an example, a substantial
number of publications can be found dealing with design in general,32 with
user-centered engineering, and with product design.33 However, peer reviewed academic papers about graphic design research or visual communication design research are still more difficult to trace and categorize.34 This
could partly be due to the unclear definition of boundaries between fields,
but unquestionably indicates that there are differences between design
fields.
Despite the growing number of design faculty and adjuncts with formal
pedagogical training, research experience, and doctoral degrees, many
design educators struggle to consolidate their academic activities. The lack
of a robust foundation within the design community has prevented us from
(1) establishing explicit boundaries between fields, (2) articulating the goals
of each field, and ultimately, (3) grounding design decisions on theoretical
and scientific explanations. That instability might be one reason design educators have difficulty convincing other faculties or external organizational
leaders to take design work and research seriously, and seriously enough,
in some cases, to provide funding for it. To many, design is a subjective field
of study mainly based on self-expression instead of on research evidence or
established psychological principles.35
The arena of design education has widened considerably. In university
settings, faculty are expected to invest in other academic pursuits in addition
to their teaching, for example by conducting research studies, publishing
work, and advising students.36 Until recently, it was possible to work part
time in higher education and part time as a professional designer, but the
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pressure to perform as a professional academic has asked many to recalibrate
their focus. It simply has become too much.
C. Students
The third group of changes that are influencing design education is related to
the nature of today’s students, their motivations, and their interests.

Pain Points.”

The Number of Students Enrolled in Design Courses Is Increasing
The growing interest in learning design skills at both undergraduate and
graduate levels is attracting more students, resulting in larger classes. This
means design educators need to spend more time preparing classes, grading,
and assessing student work. In practice, rapidly growing class sizes usually
increases faculty reliance on adjuncts. But frequently adjuncts have little pedagogical experience as they are focused on building a professional practice or
are just starting their careers in higher education. This can make coordinating
teaching objectives, and planning budgets, allocating resources, and developing teaching standards challenging.37
Student Populations Are More Diverse, Variedly Motivated and
with Different Levels of Expertise
The diversity within groups of design students has increased too. Students’
domains range from business, to science, engineering, politics, and medicine,
to name but a few. As we mentioned above, they enroll in design classes for
different reasons, and with different goals and interests. Although formal,
research-based evidence is necessary, the main reasons for enrollment seem
to be because they find design education techniques refreshing, they want to
experience a more creative learning environment, or they want to learn new
ways of problem solving.38 As a result, students come to class with different
levels of motivation and interest. Some are concerned with learning how to
become successful designers, while others see design education merely as a
contractual path to a degree and ultimately a job.39 For a creative practice
like design, students’ motivation to learn and do the work is essential for a
fruitful experience.40 Managing increasing motivational disparity in the classroom — from apathetic to utterly driven — has become a massive challenge
for instructors. Furthermore, students’ backgrounds, previous educational
achievements, and age also greatly differ. For example, graduate students
might come from different global regions, many of them having degrees and
expertise in other areas. Additionally, a growing number of students with
recognized mental health disorders, disabilities, dyslexia, and ADHD make
teaching even more complex.41
The classroom focus and dynamics have changed too. Before, in an introductory class, certain core concepts were new for all the students, whereas
now the baseline greatly differs from one student to the next, and from one
class to the next. Some students may have never heard of or been involved in a
design critique, for example, or are unfamiliar with the concept of iterations.
The increasing number of students, their varying motivations, and their
varied range of characteristics indicate that long-established pedagogical
models need to be re-evaluated and reconsidered.
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D. Teaching Approach
As the student population becomes more diverse, new approaches, strategies
and skills are needed to equip future designers, and so different approaches to
teaching are needed too.
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Master-Apprentice Pedagogical Models Do Not appropriately
Prepare Students for Today’s Design Challenges
In the craft world, the master-apprentice model still works well, because
change is slow.42 But some of the developments affecting design today show
that it is time for that model to receive an upgrade.43 Most design schools
today combine aspects from more traditional teaching approaches, referred
to as Education 1.0, with aspects of problem-based approaches, referred to
as Education 2.0.44 While the shift to Education 2.0 does expose students to
problem solving, collaboration, and learning by doing, design programs still
do not place students at the center of their educational processes — it is rare
for students to decide what and how they want to learn. Today, “the teacher is
still the orchestrator of the learning.”45
In the master-apprentice (Education 1.0) model, the role of design educators is to pass on knowledge and determine good and bad design criteria.46
This often follows a one-way format: students learn by attempting to master a
set of basic technical skills without asking critical questions. Most of the activities are not related to day-to-day professional practice; they are delivered in
isolation, with no interaction with other key parties or stakeholders involved
in the process. Clients, potential users, economic and legal considerations, and
cultural and societal perspectives are rarely included.
Other schools have transitioned to Education 2.0, and use a problem-based
approach using real cases or made-up projects, with both pre-defined and
selected by the instructor. This approach helps students to put learnings into
practice. However, it has little practical relevance, as teaching occurs predominantly in a studio providing a safe learning environment. This does not prepare students to deal with ambiguous or ill-defined situations they are likely
going to encounter beyond the educational setting. In addition, most interactions are between the instructor and students, and do not provide students
with a chance to experience cross-disciplinary collaboration or apply research
techniques.
Learning through Fictitious Projects Is Not Enough to Navigate
Real Life Situations
The focus of design education has already started to shift towards teaching
students how to make things that effectively communicate, add value, and
address the problem at hand, rather than only look good.47 However, as Steven
Heller describes in his work Teaching Graphic Design,48 many courses still teach
using fictitious project briefs. A design’s impact on society, compliance with
relevant legislation and standards, financial implications, and potential user
experiences and interactions are not automatically considered. Fictitious projects do not prepare students to deal with the complexity of real-life situations,
because their variables are fixed, based on the assumption that users are a homogenous group who interact with a designed solution in a uniform manner.
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Assessment Criteria Based on Visual Quality Can No Longer
Be Used to Comprehensively Assess Students’ Learning
In most courses, assessment depends on the instructor’s criteria and tends to
be focused solely on the visual quality of design solutions created by students. Jorge Frascara and Guillermina Noël stress that “Most schools keep
on exclusively trusting the judgment of the instructors when it comes to
evaluating the work of students.”49
When the learning focus was on creating a tangible deliverable for a
fictitious project brief, these criteria were appropriate. Now that the need to
deal with real-life situations is more pressing, developing tangible solutions
is relevant, while the need for skills such as strategic thinking and teamwork has become paramount. This means that assessing students’ learning
mainly on the visual quality of the final solution is less appropriate because
we cannot know if the student has adequately learned all steps of the design
process. According to Audrey Bennet, “We should evaluate design outcomes
on their positive or negative impact on society instead of only on their imagined potential to bring about social change or their formal aspects.”50 Similarly, Robert Harland and Phil Sawdon say of grading systems that “when
more detailed written feedback to students is becoming the norm, team
teaching is seen as beneficial to staff and students alike, specialist subjects
seek interdisciplinary working, and institutional collaboration is encouraged, the need for a framework of common terms that represent levels of
achievement is timely.”51
These final three changes demonstrate that design teaching approaches
need to be reconsidered. The conventional approach — hypothetical projects introduced and assessed in a studio environment, and taught within
a master-student hierarchy — needs critical attention. We must assess students’ work based on criteria that go beyond aesthetics and are more aligned
with a range of different achievement levels.
Introducing a Student-Focused, Research-Led,
Science-Based Approach to Design Education

In the previous sections, we presented nine changes that are having an
impact on design education. The findings indicate that design education can
no longer rely upon outdated standardized approaches, or even new ones
like project-based learning, at least not solely. Not surprisingly, some educational institutions have already responded to the field’s emerging needs
by modifying their curricula and course offerings. But the current design
teaching arena highly varies from one institution to another.
In line with Norman,52 we argue that a change in design education
should bring a variation of pedagogical approaches that provides a more
individualized learning experience and better prepares future generations of
designers to tackle real-life situations. We have some suggestions, summarized in Figure 3, for ways to address the changes we discussed in the context of the four design education spaces they impact.
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Figure 3
Overview of the nine changes that influence
design education, and our suggestions based
on a self-determined pedagogical approach.
© 2020 by Sheila Pontis and Karel van der
Waarde.
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A. Professional Practice
Design education must reconsider the skills, areas, and topics that will adequately teach future designers how to approach today’s complex, unframable
design contexts. The following four suggestions are likely to expand students’
toolkits and problem-solving capabilities.
Create a deeper understanding of the design process. Classes that
increase students’ awareness of the design process — including exploratory
and evaluative user-centered research, analysis and synthesis, conceptual
design, prototype and detail design, and implementation — should be an
integral part of introductory courses. This knowledge would help students
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better understand the different variables involved in the design process,
how they impact each step, and why a proposed solution did not work as
planned.53 Students would see the value of the early steps in the process,
spending the needed time to make sense of the problem and understand
people’s needs.
Focus on problem definition. Explicitly teaching the difference between
problem finding and problem solving should be tackled early in design
education. By understanding the differences between presented problem
situations (fictitious project briefs), discovered problem situations (problems
identified when something went wrong), and created problem situations
(situations yielding opportunities for improvement)54 students would learn
how to discover, create, and formulate problems in a variety of ways. Similarly, adding systems thinking and creative thinking courses to curricula,
and encouraging students to question rather than passively work on a given
challenge, would strengthen their problem definition skills. This wider set
of tools would give students enough oversight to determine how to act in
ambiguous situations.55
Add user-centered research throughout. Design solutions have impact
beyond the designer-client relationship. Being aware of the magnitude of
this impact, and being able to predict, measure, and balance its implications
has become imperative.56 Similarly, designers should know not only how to
generate prototypes, but also how to verify if prototypes work as intended.
And adding research as an integral part of the design process would help
students further develop research and application skills. For example,
students could identify people’s needs and test the modalities and understanding of design solutions, even when these are not tangible artifacts, like
a strategy or model. This instruction could take place when students learn
and practice basic research methods, and also as they gather firsthand data
through interviews and observations. Analyzing, recording, presenting, and
reporting findings would support the various steps in the design process by
providing objective evidence and external input.
Establish stronger cross-disciplinary collaboration. Robinson57 and
Norman58 agree that learning how to collaborate is essential for growth and
understanding the world. The creation of exercises and assignments that
foster collaborative learning and interactions (with students in the class,
with students or faculty in the same and other departments, or with people
outside the learning environment) would increase conversations with other
disciplines and expose students to other ways of thinking and problem
solving, better preparing them for working on cross-disciplinary teams. This
would also result in more effective collaboration and teamwork, and readiness to adapt to different roles, leading to more authentic learning.
B. Teaching Arena
As design expands into other domains, the focus of design education
should involve more than teaching technical skills. The aim should not be
to merely teach how to design the best solution, but to think like a designer
and collaborate to create a solution that helps the intended users achieve
their intended goals. We discuss three suggestions that combine aspects
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of traditional Art and Design schools59 with the traditional university core
skills of developing a critical mind and facilitating dialogue.
Develop a design mindset. Understanding how designers think and see
the world would contribute to developing an appropriate mindset. Thanks
to the lively, ongoing discussion around design thinking,60 some of the ways
designers’ think have become more transparent and familiar. However,
design theory must be taught in combination with doing, so students more
fully appreciate what the practice involves.
Form a stronger scientific foundation. Ken Friedman stresses the need
to add a scientific lens to design education61 as a way to develop a problem-
solving process rooted in effective methods. Explaining design effectiveness
based on science would help to objectively indicate what good and bad
design entails, and add credibility to the design process. Adding cognitive
and psychological scientific theories and explanations to design curricula
would give instructors frameworks to explain how design decisions can support people’s behaviors and needs. This would give students a deeper understanding of their own practice, and provide the terminology to articulate the
value of their work to other professionals.
Disseminate teaching experience to develop stronger community.
Every academic institution must endeavor to capture and document, reflect
on, and analyze learning experiences, which should also be published and
shared with the wider academic population and other institutions. Setting time aside (formally) to analyze and reflect on students’ experiences
and work would be a step towards that direction. Learning activities that
encourage exploration and investigation (rather than the production of
rigid learning outcomes) will also provide a clearer way of assessing course
quality and also students’ level of content acquisition, via their reflections
and critical analyses.
C. Students
All these changes indicate that a transition towards Education 3.0 will partly
be based on self-determined learning. The following suggestions would contribute to helping students take their education into their own hands.62
Co-create activities. Personalized educational models involve students
in designing their own learning content and process.63 This model has instructors and students co-design the course syllabus and create learning activities in line with students’ needs and interests. Tailoring learning activities
explicitly ensures that all students are able to develop competency incrementally, and leaves space for stronger students to improve and explore more
advanced approaches. Students’ input and feedback on course development
would enable instructors to address their specific needs, and enable teachers
and learners to determine individualized learning objectives64 and a more
flexible course syllabus. Listening to students and paying attention to their
learning evolution is the starting point to implementing this suggestion.
Explain the basics. To be able to support students across the range of
their levels of experience and expertise, curricular content should cover a
wide range of knowledge65 — everything from basic visual examples and key
dates in design history to explanations of how design might collaborate with
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other disciplines. For example, some key concepts that need explaining are
how to give feedback, why and when creating sketches and drafts is useful,
how to work with visual thinking, and how to develop solid observation
skills, among others. These design fundamentals should be taught early on
so that students begin developing and nurturing design sensitivity.
Encourage peer feedback and assessment. Peer assessment contributes to a collaborative model of teaching and learning.66 It concerns
students directly with their own learning and develops their metacognitive
skills.67 Peer feedback helps build a sense of (design) community in the
classroom and a deeper understanding of why design decisions are made.
By critically analyzing and evaluating the process and quality of someone
else’s work, students critically reflect on their own practice and understanding of core concepts and principles. Through the assessment process,
and by reflecting on the feedback they receive, students can identify gaps in
their learning and solidify their notion of key concepts.
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Determined Learning; Davis, Teaching
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Creative Approaches to Learning,” 151.

D. Teaching Approach
Adopting an Education 3.0 approach would move design education away
from teaching standardized content to a disembodied, unmotivated student
body, and towards a personalized teaching model that supports individual
growth. Here we make some suggestions for ways to enhance fundamental
teaching practices.
Explain new rules and expectations. Instructors would become the
guides, and students the authors, drivers, and assessors of their learning
experiences.68 Similarly, Icograda suggests that the role of a design educator would shift from knowledge provider to mediator who inspires and
facilitates orientation for a more substantial practice.69 Instructors can set
expectations and then guide students throughout the journey, but without
substantial student involvement and commitment, the road to professional
capacity will be extremely steep and ultimately lead to failure.
Newly developed expectations will need to be clearly communicated at
the beginning of a class. For example, students might be expected to show
a proactive attitude, or play a direct and active part in curriculum development and the design of activities, assessments, and grading.70 Some students may need time to adapt to these new rules, and to the experience of
creating their own learning experiences, given that they have been exposed
to standardized education for so long.71
Use the world as the classroom. Teaching a large portion of design
courses outside the university realm plants the seeds of students’ involvement in the wider professional community. It also helps them understand
the synergy between knowing, doing and being.72 For example, clients can
work alongside students doing their projects, or invite them to their companies and organizations to conduct research, gain better understanding
of the problem at hand, or observe real-life work interactions. Additionally,
students would understand how theoretical components (terminologies,
procedures, frameworks, principles) relate to practical situations and to
their burgeoning practices, deepening their understanding of how professional practice interacts with theory.
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Work with real-life problems. Real problems force students to work
with real constraints. These are the ideal conditions for students to learn by
doing, and enable them to reflect on their own practice, and become familiar
with the professional context of the problem. Interest-based learning, such
as through projects and exercises that provide the freedom for students to
select a topic, increases students’ involvement, motivation and curiosity in
the class.73 In the same way, working with real-life assignments with real
clients motivates and increases students’ level of autonomy.
Assess the entire design process. As the educational focus shifts, it is
essential to more accurately assess students’ learning.74 Assessment criteria
should take students’ growth, thinking, the work developed at every stage
of the design process, and students’ ability to work around constraints into
account.75 These criteria focus on more intangible skills (e.g. conceptualization, lateral thinking, making connections) which support the development
of students as reflective design practitioners.76 And more holistic assessment
criteria enable more objective feedback.77
In the next section, we examine how a student-focused, research-led, and
science-based approach works in practice.
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A New Approach to Information Design Courses

The design education approach we describe above suggests major changes
that some may see as arduous to implement. In this section, we analyze two
information design courses that have been designed using the proposed
teaching approach, to illustrate how implementation looks in practice. The
courses are Design for Understanding taught at Princeton University (United
States), and Healthcare Information Design taught at Basel School of Design
(FHNW, Switzerland).
Design for Understanding
The Design for Understanding course (EGR381) was created in 2017 by Dr.
Sheila Pontis as an elective at the School of Engineering and Applied Science
to expand the design curricula at Princeton University. Students take the
course, which is open to all student levels across 36 majors, to learn how
to create visual explanations and communications that facilitate understanding. None of the students has a design or arts background, and so this
introductory information design course was designed with a strong focus on
process. It combines fundamental design principles with the basics of cognitive science and sensemaking. The course emphasis is on learning how to
create a clear narrative or explanation, conceptual design, and information
organization rather than on learning technical skills or tools.
The class is taught weekly during spring semester. It runs over a twelveweek period. Students are placed in a studio environment. They receive
mini-lectures, do hands-on exercises, participate in group discussions, and
have weekly texts to read that deepen their knowledge about key design
principles, theories, and concepts. During the first three weeks, students
learn how the brain processes information, the role of mental models, how
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visuals support learning, dual coding theories, and the connection between
the sensemaking process and the information design process.
To develop a design mindset and practice sensemaking, students work
without digital tools for the first part of the course and keep a visual journal
(or write blog posts) throughout the semester where they analyze and redesign self-selected examples from the real world. Two short projects (posters,
booklets) and a final project (visual story and presentation) expose students
to the realities of design work. Short projects assess students formative
learning (design basics: visual composition, use of visual variables, understanding of Gestalt principles), and the final project aims at summative
assessment by demonstrating semester-long learnings (create visual explanations, define arguments, develop visual narratives). While project briefs
and design constraints (format, tools, timeframe) are pre-defined, students
choose the topics they want to work with. These have included quantum
computing, fertility, caffeine consumption, chlorination, what to do after
graduation, and how batteries work, among others. This approach places
students as content experts as many work with topics related to their junior
papers or senior thesis, for which they have conducted extensive research.
The projects are aimed at specific, intended audiences for each project:
typically novices unfamiliar with the topics the students have to explain.
Throughout the project cycle, students visit relevant locations to get a
deeper understanding of the audience needs, and to conduct interviews.
Target audience members visit the class halfway through the project cycle to
provide feedback, and again at the end to help test final outcomes. During
last year 2019’s class, students also worked closely with external content
experts to help them better understand the information they were trying to
explain and visualize.
For the final project, students create a 6-minute visual story that helps
convey a deeper understanding of a topic they are passionate about which
is often misunderstood. Students use different types of data to explain and
build an argument, present hard evidence, uncover needs, surface areas
for improvement, and indicate possible ways forward. Before the end of
the story, they have to propose a solution to one of the issues they highlight
and clearly articulate a call to action. Students work on this project for four
weeks, initially by gaining familiarity with the chosen topic, gathering data,
and defining the story structure. The project involves three key milestones
before students start designing: 1) define a story goal to summarize what
they want to explain, 2) create a story outline to indicate general flow and
key ideas — this step helps students design the narrative, determine the
sequence of ideas, and identify the type of data they will need to support
each claim; and 3) create the storyline and design rules as a storyboard
where each frame illustrates the content and main message of each slide.
Students select a color palette, font families, and the types of imagery that
they will use. At this point in the process, students start thinking about
visual ways to make content and data more accessible. The storyline helps
them articulate what content will be explained in each slide and how it will
be displayed — as images; graphically illustrated charts, process flows, or
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Figure 4
Project created by Design for Understanding
student Raheem Barnett in the spring of 2018.
The original format is a 40-slide presentation; here all slides are shown as an image to
illustrate the narrative flow of the story. The
goal for Raheem’s project, The Inspector Bot
Project Revolutionizing Uranium Enrichment
Plant Inspections for a Safer Future, was to
clarify and explain a specific problem related
to uranium reactors and how a proposed solution would improve uranium enrichment plant
inspections. The final grade was comprised of
Raheem’ process based on the completion of
specific milestones and final story delivery.
© 2018 by Raheem Barnett.
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timelines; or text. While the initial storyline changes throughout the process,
it gives students direction and helps them to move from words to visuals.
Next, students create a first complete draft. At each milestone, students
share their work with another student for feedback. By telling the story and
explaining their thought process to another person, students identify initial
assumptions, gaps in the story, and areas for improvement.
In addition to the creation of a design output (see Figure 4 for example),
students also submit a process reflection report for each project where they
explain the rationale behind the design decisions they made and provide
visual evidence of the completion of specific project milestones. Each project
is peer-assessed and assessed based on students’ process and the level of
depth, growth, and understanding shown in the reflection essay.
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Healthcare Information Design
The Healthcare Information Design course started as a twelve-week, once a
week class, focused on research for master’s students. Students come from
different countries, speak different languages, and have a wide range of
first degrees. The course, initially developed by Dr. Karel van der Waarde,
has been taught for five consecutive years in Basel in collaboration with Dr.
Paloma López Grüninger. It was taught at the master’s level twice in Breda
(The Netherlands) and once in Melbourne (Australia). The course is now offered as a more intensive class running from six or seven weeks (depending
on the calendar) for 1.5 days per week.
At the beginning of the course, students bring a collection of examples
that provide information about health or healthcare. These are all very
mundane bits of information: simple instructions for yoga, leaflets about
medicines, packaging for contact lenses, and advice on health and safety.
In the first lesson, there is a substantial number of artifacts — most of questionable design quality. They appear at first sight to be sufficient, but they
do not really enable people to act appropriately. The original example is
in most cases only a symptom of a far larger issue between organizations
or companies and their customers. Students have to analyze their examples, determine the aims of one of these, establish the user actions that the
chosen example intends to support, formulate questions, and interview at
least six people to confirm that their final perspective about an example is
more than their personal opinion in that it is also supported by some evidence. These interviews also reveal that the interpretation and use of the information in the example is problematic. The examples are also tested with
eye-movement recording technology in the usability laboratory of the Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz (FHNW) — the wider context for the master’s
course. This technology adds more evidence about how people read and use
visual information. More importantly, it provides a basis for discussion about
the reliability of data and the influence of test panels on results. Halfway
through the course, students start to design an alternative presentation of
the information that focuses on supporting appropriate actions. The use of
illustrations, rewriting the text, reconsidering the structure, and finding out
in which context the design would be used are all part of the redesign(see
Figure 5 for example). A second round of six interviews usually confirms
that the objective of improving one action has been achieved. This simple
approach frequently raises new and unexpected questions, and reveals how
people’s reactions can inform visual design decisions.
The main aim is to focus on a combination of activities: observing, presenting, writing, designing, interviewing, and critically discussing. In the
assessment, the arguments that students provide to support their design
decisions, the way they structure their arguments, and the delivery of these
arguments in presentations and reports are separately graded, and designing is a relatively small but essential part. One of the advantages of this
approach is that students who do not have a traditional design background
can still be assessed. Students receive individual feedback about what went
well during each activity, and about what needs attention.
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Figure 5
Project created by Frances Lucas, a research
student in the 2019 Visual Communication and Iconic course at FHNW-Basel. The
baseline goal of this project was to provide
convincing evidence that redesigned visual
information undeniably improves a single
action for a single user. Frances’s starting
point for this project were Amnesty International’s instructions for how to deal with the
effects of teargas and pepper spray. © 2019
by Frances Lucas.
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Implications of Adopting the Approach

It is unquestionable that a large-scale transformation in design education
would take time and effort, but changes implemented from the bottom up
might be a way to gradually implement change. The cases above illustrate
how some of the proposed suggestions work in practice in the context of
information design education. Information design has very specific needs,
including a strong emphasis on conceptual design and information organization, which may or may not be relevant to other design fields. However,
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there are many commonalities with other design fields such as the need to
understand the basics of science, give relevant feedback, and focus on real
life problems, that make learnings from this analysis widely applicable.
Let us consider some of the implications of adopting a student-focused,
research-led, science-based approach, which we have derived from our
experience teaching Design for Understanding and Healthcare Information
Design.
• Student-focused courses give students more autonomy, but their motivation and commitment greatly impact the quality of their work.
In both the Princeton and Basel courses, the actual design component
does not occupy the central role, but is part of a larger process. Students
are expected to undertake a range of activities to encourage transfer of
learning78 — the making of a visible and tangible prototype is only one
way of fostering this knowledge lateralization. For example, students
gather data and select topics or areas they want to work on, identify and
define a problem, conceive and create solutions, and test them with real
audiences. They write weekly journal entries or blog posts analyzing
and benchmarking examples to understand what good design involves,
and also write reports and prepare presentations. These activities help
smooth out otherwise substantial differences among students related to
background, knowledge, design skills, and interests.
In line with prior research,79 students’ motivation and commitment to
learning greatly determine the success of a student-focused course. For
example, an important difference between the courses we analyze here is
that the Princeton course is an undergraduate-level class where students
enrolled because they are interested in learning more about design, but
their understanding of the practice is very limited. The Basel course is a
graduate-level class where students choose to learn more about an area
that they are already familiar with or know what it involves. In contrast,
students at Princeton University enroll in Design for Understanding as a
fifth class which means that it is not directly connected to their major
(there is no Design department in the university).
A student-focused course requires that instructors learn how to navigate ambiguity in the classroom and how to be flexible and responsive
enough to pivot a situation if students do not respond as expected. This
indicates a necessary period of adaptation. When we started teaching
our courses, we spent time adapting to our new roles, as we transitioned
from knowledge keepers to guides, and found the balance between planning what each class session would look like and keeping an open mind
to make changes on the spot.
• Research-led courses require a stronger collaboration with other
parties (clients, other departments, audience, content experts), or
instructors with hybrid backgrounds. For these courses, research occupies a central role. Students actively search for and generate data to support assumptions and design decisions as not all information is available
within the studio space before and during the project. Students engage
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in user research to identify needs, collect feedback, and test solutions. In
line with Teal Triggs’s suggestion, some projects will “include the participation of targeted communities that have local knowledge which can
inform and shape a project and solution.”80
The Princeton course is taught by one instructor plus one teaching
assistant; the Basel course by two instructors. All three of the instructors
have hybrid backgrounds: we are trained as designers, have completed
PhDs in design, and have substantial experience in higher education, professional practice, and academic research. Working with human centered
research is an intrinsic part of our design process, which made it easier to
add research as part of our courses curricula.
• Science-based courses demand better preparation from design
educators but can increase professional practice quality and success.
In both the Princeton and Basel courses, students gain familiarity with
the science and theories that support design decisions. For example,
in Design for Understanding, dual coding theory,81 the role of Gestalt
principles,82 and cognitive processes involved in visual learning83 are
discussed early on in the class to provide scientific underpinning for
design decisions. Furthermore, anchoring learning objectives with relevant scientific principles helps close the gap between design practice and
university standards. In a scientific university environment, it is expected
that content and principles taught in a class are rooted in evidence and
objective criteria. Students respond better to objective feedback based on
scientific explanations than on comments that could otherwise be based
on personal taste alone.
Planning and designing these courses involved a big learning curve:
we needed to gain a deeper and more conscious understanding of our
own practices and design processes. We also had to gain familiarity
with relevant cognitive science theories and psychological principles
to be able to explain to the students why we do what we do. Although
we have gained familiarity with the basics, we also work closely with
content experts and professionals from other disciplines who act as
guest lecturers. They support students’ sensemaking process, provide
feedback throughout project cycles, and review work in progress. Their
input greatly enriches students’ learning experience in ways we cannot.
Learning knowledge beyond the traditional design domain may very well
be a time-consuming barrier to teaching science-based courses, but this
knowledge could also improve communication with clients as we are
better equipped to objectively articulate our design decisions.
Conclusions and Pathways Forward

Throughout this paper, we have analyzed how changes in professional
design practice contexts, the design teaching arena, design student bodies,
and design teaching approaches are impacting design education overall,
and have made suggestions about how educators can address these changes.
None of these suggestions is completely new. Many have been identified
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prior to this article,84 and discussed at educational conferences.85 Others
we have adapted from creativity literature86 and non-design related work.87
Our contribution is the combination and introduction of these suggestions
as a student-focused, research-led, science-based educational approach.
We demonstrated the application of this approach by examining two
existing information design courses taught at Princeton University and
Basel School of Design. Both courses prove that it is possible to successfully
teach design using alternative models to traditional ones. Starting small by
redesigning existing courses or designing new courses with the suggested
approach was discussed as one way to actively begin changing design education. However, it is clear that this analysis only scratches the surface. A more
in-depth examination is needed to compare both courses on more granular
levels and assess further implications of a self-determined pedagogical approach in other design fields.
Additionally, our analysis revealed that teacher preparation, student
motivation, and actor collaboration are key interrelated pillars undergirding
success with this approach.
Preparation. The proposed pedagogical model may appear to some as
deceptively chaotic, given its flexibility and dynamism. Teaching design
using a student-directed approach will require greater preparation upstream: the instructor will need to design individualized syllabi (assignment,
activities, class flows) and plan and coordinate with external collaborators
(such as clients and content experts). Expanding the teaching toolkit with
new techniques and methods, and deepening the understanding of one’s
practice were indicated as key to addressing the needs of more heterogeneous, ambiguous, and flexible class environments, and instructors’ capacity
to address a wider range of student questions. We found that this extra
work and preparation helped improve the quality of our design practice as
well, as we have expanded our awareness of why things do not always go as
planned.
Motivation. The more diverse (background interest, skill level) the
student population, the harder it is to keep each student motivated. Bringing
students into the class development process, creating projects related to
their interests, and letting students choose the topic to work with were indicated as possible strategies to inspire motivation. Working with real clients
and real users are other ways, as this helps them understand the value of
feedback and making informed decisions.
Collaboration. While adopting interest-based learning would remove
the pressure of finding topics that students would be passionate about,
it could make giving feedback challenging as instructors would need to
become familiar with many topics at the same time. Similarly, it may be
taxing for instructors to gain familiarity with all the relevant theories and
principles that inform a specific design process. Closely working with professors from other disciplines or bringing content experts into the classroom
are ways to share knowledge and provide appropriate feedback to students.
These pillars also indicate limitations and fresh challenges of implementing the proposed approach that need to be recognized. First, instructors with little teaching experience could find these new student-teacher
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dynamics arduous. Pedagogical training and a minimum of prior classroom
experience would become requirements. Students will also require very
clear explanations of how a newly-adopted approach would work, and of
any new rules and expectations placed upon them.
Furthermore, we have based the “success” of the approach on student
evaluations and comments from a very small sample (two courses). Although there are other courses and workshops using similar approaches, it
would be beneficial to conduct formal academic studies to assess the validity
of this student self-directed approach to design education. To address this
gap, increasing the focus on design education research would help build
on this analysis and examine other relevant dimensions such as the type of
questions students ask, the type of difficulties and struggles they encounter,
design results (effectiveness and quality), and differences in educational systems between (for instance) the US and Switzerland. Further studies could
investigate what other forms a teaching approach with these characteristics
would look like, study their benefits and limitations, learn more about students’ needs, barriers to change and identify other ways to improve design
education. As a starting point, the above nine changes and four dimensions
could provide an initial outline for a research agenda. Each change could be
further investigated to understand the full extent of its impact in each design
field and whether it manifests across geographical areas, and to establish
best practices. These studies would provide support to others who would
like to develop courses with a similar approach.
To conclude, as Norman88 points out, design is a rapidly changing
practice. Adapting or creating new courses to address all of the changes
discussed throughout this article will continue to be a challenge because
the landscape of design practice continues to shift and adapt to external
changes. Our case studies could be seen as roadmaps that serve as a reminder to design educators that evolving how we teach is both possible and
productive. Working with a flexible and dynamic approach would allow
room for accommodating future transformations.
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